CANONISATION OF BROTHER SOLOMON LECLERCQ
1. The CELEBRATION will take place on Sunday 16 October in St Peter's Square, at 10:00 hours.
a) Brothers and Lasallians are encouraged to participate in the celebration. The Brothers, if possible,
wearing the habit.
b) Please inform the Brother Postulator General (rmeoli@lasalle.org) before September 20:
- the number of tickets you would like to have for the celebration in the square;
- the number of priests who wish to concelebrate;
- the number of Brothers who will participate;
- the name of those outstanding individuals who would like to be invited personally by the
Director of the Generalate;
2. CELEBRATION Saturday 15, in the church of San Luigi dei Francesi: approximately between 17:00 18:30 h. Will be present cardinal Jorge Urosa Savino, archbishop of Caracas:
- Please communicate, in this case, the number of participants, specifying the number of
Brothers and the name of prominent personalities to be invited.
3. TE DEUM AND MASS of Thanksgiving: Monday 17, at the De La Salle Shrine in the Mother House at
17:00 h. Presiding the ceremony: cardinal Pietro Parolin, Secretary of State. Concelebrating: the
cardinal archbishop of Caracas and the chaplains of our educational institutions and priests friends
(they must come with their own alb and a red stole).
The celebration will be followed by a refreshment offered to all participants and a dinner reserved
to the authorities especially invited by the Direction of the Generalate.
- Please inform the Brother Postulator General, before 20 September, about the number of
those who will participate in this celebration of thanksgiving and the name of the priests
who would like to concelebrate.
4. PUBLICATIONS:
a) A brochure in PDF format with the history of Brother Solomon – comics’ style - will be sent by email to the Brothers Visitors.
b) Brothers Visitors are kindly requested to hand it over to the directors of communities and
educational institutions, inviting them to get it printed and distributed among students.
c) A short biography (35 to 40 pages) will be sent to the Brothers Visitors to be distributed, a copy
for each community of Brothers.
d) Posters and prints of the saint will be available. Those who so wish, please send your request to
Brother Postulator General.
5. NOTE:
During this canonization period there is no possibility of accommodation in the Generalate.
However, you can address your request to Br. Ismael, Director of the Central Community
(ibeltran@lasalle.org) who will manage to find an accommodation in a neighbouring institution.
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